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From the moment of fertilization until the day of birth, the extraordinary life of a fetus is chronicled in

this awe-inspiring volume drawn from the latest in pre-natal research. How Life Begins, taking

advantage of the relatively recent advent of ultrasound technology and other imaging techniques,

offers a month-by-month guide to what a developing baby is seeing, hearing, dreaming about, and

how it is accomplishing the miracle of preparing to be human. Readers will discover:How a fetus's

eye movements work to "boot up" the computer that is its brainHow the hands and feet commit

programmed suicide to create fingers and What role genetics plays in determining an infant's sexual

identity and personalityHow the baby becomes the choreographer of the mother's labor, and the

director of his or her own birthInterviews with leading researchers combine with truly remarkable

photography to make How Life Begins an unforgettable journey marking the passage from single

cell to bright-eyed baby.
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I am a father-to-be. After browsing through tons of titles, this book caught my attention. It offers an

easy-to-follow description of what scientists have learned so far about life in the womb. From the

mother-embryo links, to the development of the new human being, to the prepration for birth, this

book is exciting. The chapter about the brain is particularly interesting. On the down side, I wish the

book had suggestions for further reading on each topic.

Again i read this book , from the library three years ago. I am studying the complexity of gender,



how we identify theembryo at a certain time in the womb. And though this book is about the very

basic level , it was all i needed as a point of departure for my own follow up study. It was a real good

book when i read it three years ago and i decided to have a copy of it .

This is a lovely and highly readable book about the science of human embryonic development. It's

nearly twenty years old now, so there is probably more up-to-date science, but I've yet to find

another book like this one. Highly recommended if you or someone you love is having a baby.

Highly informative in some parts but a bit tedious in others. Overall this book left me with memorable

details that I would pass on in conversation as facts that amazed me, so, I would say it had

achieved it's objective.

good book. enjoyed reading and learning.
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